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half | Definition of half in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of half - either of two equal or corresponding parts into which something is or can be divided.
Half of it | Define Half of it at Dictionary.com Half of it definition at Dictionary.com, a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and translation. Look it
up now. Half Life: The Decay of Knowledge and What to Do About It The half-lives of drugs vary from a few seconds to several weeks. To complicate matters,
biological half-lives vary for different parts of the body. Lead has a half-life of around a month in the blood, but a decade in bone. Plutonium in bone has a half-life of
a century â€” more than double the time for the liver.

What Is Half-and-Half? | Kitchn What Is Half-and-Half Made Of? Half-and-half, also known as half cream in the United Kingdom, is a simple blend of equal parts
whole milk and light cream . It averages 10 to 12% fat, which is more than milk but less than light cream. Half - definition of half by The Free Dictionary half again
as much or as many, 50 percent more: This mug holds half again as much coffee as the smaller one. Half | Definition of Half by Merriam-Webster â€œWhich half do
you want?â€• â€œI'll take the smaller half.â€• Two halves make a whole. The team fell behind in the first half but rallied in the second half to win the game.

grammar - What are the rules about using 'half of' with ... Here are some sentences with 'half of' and plural nouns that I consider to be well-formed: Half of all films
are a waste of celluloid. Half of users surveyed said they preferred the old produc.
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